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or teacher--the course of study must be carried out; provided, that in case
of a young man or woman who expects to attend school during only one term,
he or she is allowed the privilege of choosing subjects.

Promotions,--Beginning with the Fifth Grade, pupils are advanced from grade
to grade by making a general average of 65 per cent. on a written examination.
Questions for these examinations are prepared by County Superintendent, and
are sent out upon requisition of teacher at any time. All examination papers
are first graded by the teacher who sends them to County Superintendent for
inspection and approval. This heavy work is thus undertaken by County Super-
intendent in order that there may be county uniformity. Promotion cards are
sent to those who pass; those who fail are required to review the work of that
grade. Exceptions to this rule will occur where the teacher assigns good rea-
sons for a pupil's failure and urgently requests that he or she be allowed to
take up the work of the higher grade. This teacher's recommendation is filed,
together with the examinee's papers. Certificates of graduation are presented
those who complete the full course of study.

Teacher's Recommendationso--At the close of each school, teachers are required
to file with the County Superintendent a statement by grades, showing the stand-
ing of each pupil. Appended to this statement is the teacher's recommendation
for those not promoted by examination. This report is expected to explain to
a successor the condition of the school, and account for the difference in
standing of pupils of the same grade. We try to save that much time to our
schools which is usually consumed by a successor in "getting acquainted with
the pupils." We require all teachers to work for the next term of school.

Weekly Reports.--We open schools in September; many do not begin until later.

The work of starting up schools, where all do not begin at one date, detains
me in the office usually until the last of October. To reach these schools--
and all others--we use a daily recitations from each grade. This work is re-
ported as done by grades, and report sent in at the end of each week.

Final Day.--All schools make the last day a gala day--examinations, speaking,
display of work on file, and dinner. We prefer having these exercises during
the day to the exhibitions given at night. This is encouraged because the
actual work can be seen rather than the performances of children Witnessed,;
besides, the opportunity is offered the County Superintendent of addressing
the patrons and citizens upon those lines of thought which will intensify
pride of school and loyalty to teacher.

County School Exposition.--On this occasion the schools of the county have
on exhibition the actual work done by pupils of all grades. A large building
is decorated and 'space reserved for each school separately. On tables and
upon walls are tastily arranged maps, historical charts, arithmetic tables,
language tablets, written spelling, compositions, essays, drawings in physio-
logy, and any special work done by boy or girl of unusual talent.

Teachers Institutes.--Our teachers are convened by call of County Superin-
tendent the first week of October, and at that time organize themselves into
a Teachers' Association, to last only during the school term, of five months;
subsequently, they hold monthly meetings of the organization, frequently
honoring the County Superintendent by making him presiding officer, The pro-
grammes for these monthly meetings are arranged so as to bring into discussion
those questions which bear closely upon the every day work of the school room.
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